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PLACER DOME CANADA LIMITED 

PROJECT I47A - BEATRICE PENINSULA

REPORT ON GROUND MAGNETOMETER 
AND HORIZONTAL LOOP EM SURVEYS

BATEMAN TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

On March 29, 1996, Placer Dome Canada Limited (PDC) performed a detailed ground 

magnetometer survey over the Beatrice Peninsula Property (BPP) in the Red Lake Mining Division 

of Ontario. In addition, Vytyl Exploration conducted a Max-Min survey over the claims on April 15, 

1996. The claims are wholly owned by PDC and lie approximately 1.2 kilometres southwest of 

PDC's East Bay property. The programmes were designed and implemented to expand on the 

magnetometer survey conducted on the East Bay property in early 1994. In turn, this would assist 

in defining lithological boundaries as well as structural settings of the area under investigation and 

tie them into the East Bay property. The ground magnetics delineated a magnetically susceptible 

body striking approximately north-northwest and may represent the same ultramafic unit found at 

East Bay to the north. Also, a zone of reduced susceptibility occurs at 2750W and 5850S The 

Horizontal Loop EM data highlight a strong anomaly traversing the western edge of the property (at 

approximately 4000W). This anomaly appears on both the 444 Hz frequency and at 1777 Hz and 

may represent a sulphitic or graphitic horizon.

In conclusion, the 1996 work programme highlighted a magnetically susceptible unit 

traversing the property and a zone of reduced susceptibility at 2750W and 5850S. Also, a strong EM 

anomaly traverses the western edge of the property. This EM anomaly and the zone of reduced 

magnetic susceptibility should be further tested by diamond drilling (see Recommendations, Page 6).

INTRODUCTION

The Beatrice Peninsula Property (BPP) is located around Beatrice Peninsula in the central 

portion of East Bay, Bateman Township, Kenora-Red Lake Mining Division (Fig. 1). On March 29 

and April 15, 1996, two geophysical surveys were conducted over four of the claims (KRL 1208743, 

1208998, 1209201, and 1209203; Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Location map and general geology map of the Red Lake greenstone belt 

(from Andrews et a/., 1986). Box shows location of Figure 2.
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PROPERTY

The BPP consists of six unpatented mining claims comprising 13 16-hectare claim units. They 

were staked for Placer Dome Canada Limited (PDC) on June l and June 10, 1994 Table l lists the 

claims, the number of claim units in each claim and the expiry dates.

Table l 

Beatrice Peninsula Property Claims

Claim
Number

1208743
1208998
1209201
1209203
1208925
1209205

No Of
Claim Units

2
5
1
2
1
2

Expiry
Date

June 1, 1996
June 1, 1996
June 1, 1996
June 1, 1996
June 10, 1996
June 1, 1996

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located on the east side of East Bay, Bateman Township, Ontario, 

approximately 17 kilometres northeast of the town of Red Lake Depending on the season, access 

can be made either via boat or snow machine from Red Lake or by travelling 10 Km north along 

Nungesser Road followed by a 100m traverse west to the boundary of claim 1209205

PREVIOUS WORK

The first recorded work done in the area was surface exploration in 1933 under the direction 

of C D Chisholm and ML Bouzan (Horwood, 1940) In addition, surface work and drilling was 

conducted in 1936 and 1937 In 1941, Wilson Red Lake Gold Mines Limited drilled four holes to 

locate the east contact of the Wilson granodiorite and the volcanic rocks (Huston, 1979). In 1945, 

Beatrice Red Lake Gold Mines Limited drilled six holes to examine the east and west contacts of the 
intrusive (Huston, 1979).
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In 1980, Betos Management Limited conducted a proton magnetometer survey over the area 

and located several magnetic conductors associated with serpentinite (Huston, 1980). In 1982 and 

1983 Penway Resources Limited drilled several holes in the area, five of which are located on claim 

#KRL 1209205. These holes intersected basalt with quartz veins and stringers as well as quartz- 

porphyry intrusives (Huston, 1982) The highest assay result was l 03 g/t (0.03 oz/ton) gold (Au) 

over l 22 metres (40 feet) in quartz porphyry No work has been filed for assessment since 1983.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The property area lies within the Red Lake greenstone belt located in the western portion of 

the Uchi Subprovince of the Archean Superior Province. The belt contains two major sequences: (l) 

lower tholeiitic-komatiitic sequence, Cycle l, and (2) upper calc-alkalic sequence, Cycle 2 The 

tholeiitic-komatiitic sequence is the older of the two and is comprised mainly of tholeiitic basalts and 

basaltic komatiitics, with minor interbeds of clastic and chemical sediments. The younger and more 

calc-alkalic sequence is typified by a higher percentage of dacitic to rhyolitic pyroclastics, interbedded 

with minor flows and sediments. Approximately 95*^o of the gold occurrences within the belt are 

found in the lower sequence (T Twomey, 1994) In addition, the majority of the gold deposits are 

located within or adjacent to major deformation zones.

GROUND MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

During the magnetometer survey an Overhauser magnetometer, model GSM-19, was used 

in both the mobile and base modes The GSM-19 magnetometer has a resolution of 0.01 nanoteslas 

and sensitivity of 0.02 nanoteslas. Further instrument specifications are contained in Appendix A. 
Total field magnetic measurements in the mobile mode were observed over the claim grid at 50 foot 

intervals along the tieline and crosslines. During the survey, a base station magnetometer was cycled 

at 10 second intervals in order to monitor and record the diurnal fluctuations to the earth's magnetic 

field These base station observations were used to correct the mobile magnetometer measurements 

for diurnal magnetic drift Personnel involved in the survey are listed in Appendix B The results of 

the survey are presented in plan as profile (Drawing 1) and contour (Drawing 2) presentations at 

l 4800 scale (l '^400'). The data has been contoured at a basic contour interval of 100 nanoteslas.
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The magnetic signature on the Beatrice property looks very much like that of the East Bay 

property to the north. A magnetically susceptible body traverses the property striking approximately 

NNW toward the centre of the northern boundary. This body may represent the same ultramafic unit 

found at East Bay. If this relationship is true, two conclusions may be drawn; firstly, the western 

edge of the ultramafic unit may lie several hundred feet west of the magnetic high, and secondly, the 

zone of reduced susceptibility found at approximately 2750W and 5850S may be of interest. The 

actual western edge of the ultramafic unit may be at 4000W.

HORIZONTAL LOOP EM SURVEY

The Horizontal Loop EM data (Drawings 3 and 4) show a strong anomaly traversing the 

western edge of the property, running roughly north-south, at approximately 4000W. This anomaly 

may represent a sulphitic or graphite horizon flanking the western edge of the ultramafic unit, or 
could possibly be a stand alone body within mafic volcanics. This EM anomaly appears on both the 

444 Hz frequency and at 1777 Hz The anomaly at 444 Hz is more uniform, and was used to estimate 

the depth to the top of the conductor at 150 feet From this data, the body seems to dip sub vertically. 

Apart from one very weak conductor found only at 1777 Hz, there are no more EM anomalies of 

note The magnetics shows another zone of high magnetic susceptibility along the eastern edge of 

the property, striking roughly north-south along line 600W. The intensity of this anomaly is higher 

than that of the one previously mentioned. Because of areas of coverage that are missing, the nature 

of this anomaly is more difficult to ascertain

RECOMMENDATIONS

Diamond drilling should be performed on both the EM anomaly along 4000W and on the 

magnetic low at 2750W and 5850S The EM anomaly should be drilled to determine its nature and 

possibly to find the western edge of the magnetic unit found on the west side of the property.

May 1996 Stuart W. Deveau
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATIONS

I HEREBY STATE THAT:

1 I currently reside at 212 Hammell Road, Red Lake, Ontario.

2 I am employed as a Contract Geologist/Assistant Landsperson with Placer Dome 
Canada Limited, in Cochenour, Ontario.

3 I possess a Bachelor of Science (Honours) Degree in Geology from Acadia University, 
where I graduated in 1988, and a Master of Science Degree in Earth Sciences (Geology) 
from Memorial University of Newfoundland, where I graduated in 1992, and have 
practiced in my profession since 1993.

4. I am an Associate of the Geological Association of Canada.

5 This report is based upon published and unpublished sources of information, and field 
work conducted during 1996.

6. To the best of my knowledge, all of the information contained with this report is 
factual and true.

7 At no time, have I received or expect to receive any interest, directly or indirectly in 
the property.

Dated at Cochenour, Ontario, Canada this - /' -^ day of ___/ l id i l_____, 1996.

eau,B.Sc H , M Se
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GSM-19 Magnetometer l VLF System

i 
l

Se GSM-19 is a state-of-the-art magnetometer l VLF
•stem that delivers both (lie quality of data and the 

extensive capabilities required to perform a broad 
spectrum of applications. Whether the application calls

r detailed ground surveys, high-resolution marine 
surveys, or remotely controlled magnetic observatory

easurements, you can count on the GSM-19 system
i meet your goals

"Hie GSM-19 can be configured as either an
verhauser effect proton precession magnetometer or 

a conventional proton unit.

EM's advanced Overhauser version employs 
continuous radiofrequency polarization ami special

^nsors to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.
istrument sensitivity (0.05 gamma), resolution (0.01 

gamma) and absolute accuracy (02 gamma) set new
srfomiance standards. Moreover omnidirectional 

.jnsors ensure a high quality of data even in low 
magnetic latitudes.

"iu can also take advantage of versatile options that 
i educe field costs and increase survey productivity.

I .nd the lightweight Overhauser unit is easy to 
uansport and operate in the field (console with 
rechargeable batteries weighs only 2. l kilograms)

l .he modular design of the GSM-19 Overhauser 
magnetometer ensures that the system can be

I pgraded as workloads change. You can select from a 
number of building blocks, including:

* Simultaneous gradiometer. 
0 Continuous profiling "Walking" magnetometer l 

gradiometer.
* Very fast sampling (up to 5 readings per second) 

magnetometer/gradiometer.
* Omnidirectional VLF.
* Shallow or deep marine operation.
0 Remote control for observatory and airborne base 

station applications.

If your application does not yet require the extended 
capabilities or the cost benefits of an Overhauser unit, a 
conventional GSM-19 unit is available. This dedicated 
proton magnetometer can be equipped with gradiometer 
or VLF options, and is upgradable to an Overhauser 
magnetometer.

The Overhauser and conventional magnetometers share 
many powerful features:

* Easy to learn interactive menu.
* Streamlined grid coordinate system with "end of 

line" quick change capability.
0 128 kilobyte basic memory, expandable to 

2 Megabytes.
* Programmable RS-232 high-speed data transfer (to 

19.2 kilobaud).
* 50 and 60 Hz filters, user selectable.
* Automatic tuning and base station synchronization.

1
1
^ Type of Magnetometer

1 Conventional Proton*, - -
* verhauser 

Proton

Total Field
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jft A Proton Total 1'icld system may he upgraded lo an Overhauser system, which allows fiuthcr upgrade lo "Walking" and Hip Chain models.
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GSM-19 Overhauser System
A Full Kniigc of Building Blocks

f .ultaneous Gradiometer
•l y mining, environmental, and archaeological 
applications call for high-sensitivity gradiometer

t eys The GSM-19 meets these needs in several 
ujS. For example, simultaneous measurement of the 

magnetic field at both sensors eliminates diurnal

t: netic effects And Overhauser proton precession 
iproves data accuracy and precision. The net result is a 

*H* gradient reading that resolves even weak anomalies 
; than O 25 gamma).

i. inidirectional VLF
/,,n OEM's omnidirectional VI.F option, up to three 

stations of VLF data can be acquired without orienting.

t 'cover, the operator is able to record both magnetic 
d VLF data with a single stroke on the keypad.

* 2-bit A/D converter has also been incorporated in 
c VLF instrumentation to enhance resolution of near- 

surface electromagnetic conductors.

"Walking" Magnetometer l Gradiometer
OEM's unique "Walking" option enables acquisition of 
nearly continuous data on survey lines Similar to an 
airborne survey in principle, data is recorded at discrete 
time intervals (up to 2 readings per second) as the 
instrument travels along the line. At each major survey 
picket (fiducial), the operator touches a designated key. 
The "Walking Mag" automatically assigns a linearly 
interpolated coordinate to all intervening readings.

A main benefit of the "Walking" option is that the high 
sample density improves definition of geologic 
structures. And because the operator can record data on 
a near-continuous basis, the "Walking Mag" increases 
survey efficiency and minimizes field expenditures — 
especially for highly detailed ground-based surveys.

As shown below, near-continuous measurements increase 
definition. Results from the GSM-19 "Walking Mag" (273 
readings over 150 m uitli 2 sec. cycle lime) were compared with 
results from a standard magnetometer (13 readings over 150 m).

Near-Continuous Surveys Improve Definition of 
Magnetic Anomalies
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GSM-19 console with magnetic and VLF sensors

Fast Sampling Magnetometer/Gradiometer
II e GSM-19 fast sampling option allows you lo collect 
^lala at rates as high as 5 readings per second. Fast

s - npling provides the high spatial resolution needed in 
H tiled marine, or vehicle-borne surveys, and in

anomalous magnetic terrains.

H iis fast sampling capability is also used in (he l lip 
Uiain magnetomeici/gradiomeler -- developed primarily 

; environmental and archaeological applications.

The l lip Chain system minimizes the need lor pickets 
d reduces line preparation costs. Operators simply 
~ix a cord at one end of the survey line, attach the Hip

Thain to the waist, and walk along the line. Readings 
l ; triggered automatically as the cord unwinds.

Remote Control Operation
l irgeted to observatory, marine, and airborne base 
station applications, this option allows users to set

rametcrs and initiate measurements from a computer 
l -minal using standard RS-232 commands.

A real-time transmission capability is provided so thai 
.la quality can bc monitored while marine or vchiclc- 

orne surveys are in progress.

J 
..d to ensure that the GSM-19 is fully compatible with 

xisting marine or airborne data acquisition systems, 
""EM has included one and two-channel analog output 

Usabilities.

Shallow and Deep Marine
CiHM has developed two marine versions of the 
GSM-19 Overhauser magnetometer to meet the 
highly specialized requirements of petroleum 
explorationists. The maximum depth for the shallow 
unit is 100 metres, and deep marine units are 
routinely operated at depths exceeding 400 metres.

With a shallow marine unit, a sealed fish houses an 
Oveihauser sensor. Signals are transferred via a tow 
cable lo a console where they are counted into 
magnetic field data, and stored in memory, or 
transmitted via ASCII serial output.

An important advantage of the shallow marine unit is 
its low power consumption. A standard 12 or 24 
Volt battery is sufficient lo run the magnetometer for 
days at a rate of two readings per second.

The deep marine fish houses bolh an Overhauser 
sensor, and microprocessor-based electronics. 
Complete measurement is performed within the fish, 
and data are sent digitally through a tow cable that 
also supplies power.

The main benefits of the deep marine unit include 
high resolution (signals up to 0.01 gamma resolution 
can be acquired using a sensor of only 0.2 litre 
volume), virtually unlimited cable length, ease of 
operation, and reliability. Temperature and pressure 
sensors can also be provided.



Specifications
Performance

Overhauser Proton
Resolution: 
Relative Sensitivity: 
Absolute Accuracy: 
Range: 
Gradient Tolerance:

0.01 nT
0.02 nT
0.2 i)T
2().0(K)io 120,(MK)nT
Over lO.OOOnT/m

0.01 nT
0.2 nT
l nT
20,000 to 120,000 nT
Over 7,(K)0 iiT/m

Manual: 
Base Station: 
"Walking": 
H/p Chain:

Remote Control: 
Input/Output:

Operating Modes
Coordinates, time, date and reading stored automatically at niin. 3 second interval.
Time, date anil reading stored at 3 to 60 second interval (higher speeds available).
Time, date and reading stored at coordinates of fiducial with l or 2 sec. cycle time.
Hc|uidislanl coordinates, time, date and reading stored automatically. Distance
interval of readings is programmable.
Optional remote control using RS-232 interface.
RS-232 or analog (optional) output using 6 pin weatherproof connector.

•l Power Consumption:

Power Source: 
Operating Temperature:

Operating Parameters
Only 2 YVs per leading for Overhauser, and 12 Ws per reading for Proton 
magnetometer. Will operate continuously for 45 hours on standhy. 
12V l .9 Ah scaled lead acid battery standard, other batteries available. 
-40"C to

Manual Operation: 

Base Station: 

Gradiometer:

Storage Capacity
8.(KK) readings standard, 131,(KX)optional. With 3 VLF stations 3,100 standard, 58.000
optional.
43,000 readings standard, 700,0(K) optional (580 hour or 24 day uninterrupted
operation with 3 sec. interval).
6,B(X) readings standard, 110,000 optional. With 3 VLF stations 2,900 standard,
46,000 optional.

ft,
ft,
ft.

Performance Parameters: 
Measured Parameters: 
Features:

Dimensions and Weight:

Omnidirectional VLF
Resolution (J.5% and range lo +I- 2007c of total field. Frequency 15 to 30 kHz. 
Vertical in-pliase A oul-of-phase, 2 hori/onial components, coordinates, date, and time. 
Dp to 3 stations measured automatically, in-field data review, displays station field 
strength continuously, and tilt correction for up to W- 10" tilts. 
93 x 143 x 150 mm and weighs only 1.0 kg.

Dimensions: 

Veight: 

Standard Package:

Dimensions and Weights
Console 223 x 69 x 240 nun.
Sensor 170 x 71 mm diameter cylinder.
Console 2.1 kg.
Sensor and staff assembly 2.0 kg.
Console with batteries, harness, charger, and case.
Sensor with cable, connector and staff.



GSM- 1 9 Advanced Features
An instrumenl'seffeclivenessisineasuredby Usability to 

H indie highly specialized user demands. With the CiSM - 1 9,
'•' ~- se requirements can he met through a numhci of 

_ . . .'anced features.

Compatible With Different Magnetometers
o protect our customers' investments in purchased 

equipment, GEM has adopted an Open Systems 
iproach. The lightweight Overhauscr magnetometer 
n be used as a field unit in combination with another 
anufacturer's base station.

•j 
^c

•| i 
be

Memory Expandable to 2 Megabytes
GSM-19 field magnetometer can store up to 8,000 

readings with 128 kb memory, and 131,000 readings 
ith 2 Mb. A base station will store, respectively, 
tween 43,000 and 700,000 readings. A "Walking" 

lagnetometer will store 21.000 readings with 128 kb 
emory, and 340,000 with extended memory.

tomatic Tuning
Tuning is automatic in all modes of operation with initial 

eset. An override option is also provided for manual
remote modes. Tuning steps are l,(KM) gammas 

•ide.

* adaptability to High Gradients
^i standard instruments, a gradient in the magnetic field 
across the sensor volume can shorten the decay time of

1

e proton precession signal. However, the GSM-19 
onitors the signal decay, and calculates the optimal 

'•me interval for measurement. Warning messages 
ipear on the display when the measuring interval 

iecomes too short.

phanumeric Display and Keyboard
he GSM-19 has a comfortable 4 x 20 character 
phanumeric display and a 16 key keypad with tactile 

f 'back. Operation is menu driven, and simple enough 
•r a beginner to operate with confidence. The keypad 
lables operators to enter fully worded comments with 

3 limit in the length of text.

Overhauser Proton Precession
With Overhauser proton precession, an electron-rich 
fluid (containing free radicals) is added to a standard 
hydrogen-rich fluid. This mixture increases the 
polarization by a factor of 5000 in comparison with 
standard liquids. And in contrast to conventional 
proton precession methods, Overhauser proton 
precession uses a radiofrequency (RF) magnetic field - 
and requires only a fraction of a Watt of RF power, 
rather than a high-power direct current field.

Overhauser magnetic systems therefore maximize 
resolution and minimize power consumption. Another 
advantage is that polarization and measurement can 
occur simultaneously. GEM has used this capability to 
develop its "Walking" magnetometer l gradiometer 
and Fast Sampling options.

GEM Systems Inc.
With more than a decade of research and development 
incorporated into the GSM-19 Overhauser and proton 
precession magnetometers, GEM Systems is committed 
to providing its customers with state-of-the-art 
instrumentation.

In addition to offering the GSM-19, GEM also designs 
and builds solar-powered proton magnetometers for 
land-based applications, and optically pumped 
potassium magnetometers for airborne and other 
applications.

GEM Systems Inc.
52 West Beaver Creek Rd. Unit 14 
Richmond Hill, Ontario 
Canada L4B 1L9

Phone: (416) 764-8008 Fax: (416) 764-9329

TERRAPLUS INC.,
52 West Beaver Oeeli Rood. 

Unit 14.
Richmond Hill. Ontario 

L4B 119 (Canada)
Telephone: (416) 7645505 

Fox: (416)7649329
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The MaxMin U EM Systems are only available as a used units, for rental 
or sale. This model wes replaced with newer designs in 1981.
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APPENDIX II 

List Of Personnel



Appendix II 

List of Personnel

The following personnel were involved in the acquisition, processing, interpretation and 

presentation of data relating to the 1996 work programme conducted on the Beatrice Peninsula 

Property, Red Lake, Ontario.

Anthony Stechishen Interim Senior Geologist

Darren O'Brien Geologist

Stuart W Deveau Geologist

Tracy Campbell Geophysicist

Richard Thibault Geophysicist
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Ministry of ' 
Northern Development 
and Mines

Ontario

Report of Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim

Mining Act

Transaction Number

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of the Mining Act. This information will be used for correspondence. Questions about 
this collection should be directed lo the Provincial Manager. Mining Lands. Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. Fourth Floor. 159 Cedar Street. 
Sudbury. Ontario. P3E 6A5. telephone (70S) 670-7264. 2-1660 l
Instructions: - Please type or print and submit in duplicate.

- Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for requirements of filing assessment work or consult the Mining 
Recorder.

- A separate copy of this form must be completed for each Work Group.
- Technical reports and maps must accompany this form in duplicate.
- A sketch, showing the claims the work is assigned to, must accompany this form.

Recorded HoMerts)

Address
'•.'.-': -.-.' - ~ f -i.- ..',:- ' . -- - i - r-'^ i! ". / J . 'L '- 't '^' ' \ ^

Mining Division .

/•-l" ' . '- -- 1.

Township/Area

Clnnl No.

Totophono No.
•'•/••i ' ^ ' '- ' * X /^' '
M or Q Plan No.

Oates i s- 
Work From: l . l , . . x To: r ' - , ~— -'. : '
Performed 1 \ ~ 'f ' - . ( i ' ' l - - t : - j i -f- - . o - - - c-

Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)
WorkGroup Type

Geotechnical Survey ; v -. ' t i l -'-.
Physical Work. 
Indudmg Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
Work

Assays

Assignment from 
Reserve

Total Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs
Note: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 

holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

S- J

'attach a schedule H necessary)

Certification of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side /
, l certify that at the time the work was performed, the claims covered hi this work 
1 report were recorded in the current holder's name or held under a beneficial Merest 
by the current recorded holder.

rtfflcatlon of Work Report
l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Work report, having performed the work or wRn 
its completion and annexed report is true.

i during and/or after

Name and Address of Pereon CerUfyng

(J/-*
etopone No."

or Office Use Only
Total Value Cr. Recorded

Owned

for Arnendrnents Sent

MMng Recorder

Dale Approved

AM

•O LAKE MINING DIV.

MAY 2 6 1996 ^

'*1 (0*91)
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f
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-O
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elu* of

1
y

Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (^) one of the following:
1. GKCredits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.
2. D Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.
3. D Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

Hotel: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, optic 
to the mining claims.

tents, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect

Note 2: K work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

l certify thai the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in the patented 
or leased land at the time the work was performed.

Signature Date



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministers du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
el des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
Etat des couts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

Transaction No./N* de transaction
1 1 D( '}
(As l (C 7-

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the (Mining Act. This information wM be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presents formule sont 
recueiffis en vertu de la Ld sur les mines et serviront a lenir a jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question sur la coftece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar. 4* etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

Wages 
SaMres

Contractor's 
and Consuttant's 
Fees 
Drafts de 
('entrepreneur
et de ('expert-
conseffl

Supplies Used

utHlsies

Equipment
Rental 
Location de
ffistofftof

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

Type

t-K\'r*--.iC :-

. n, i t. 7 1^,1" i* fi \.'-L
Type

RECE
ter- — dWH-

MININGLANI

Amount 
Montan!

//"•*-

)ccl
f C -r,
j-.e

IVET
1QQCL IJJD

S BRANCH

Totals 
Total global

nfz

^.?.-7

)

1"l

Total Direct Costs 
Total des couts directs "O^ 3 T

2. Indirect Costs/Gouts indirect*
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour to remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, tes 
couts indirects ne sont pas admissMes en tant que travaux 
devaluation.

Type

Transportation
Transport

Fooo Slid 
Lodging 
Nourrllure et
jmAh^rtfm^jwi^-^nw^ctyfrnmn

Mobilization and
rim ja mhJBj ailjui

ftAmmt fiJiHIai ̂ Inn wVIHUIHIIWIHin

Description

Type

Sub Total of Indli 
Total parttel des coOti

Amount 
Montan!

vet Costs
i Indirects

Amount Aliowabto (not greater than 20* of Direct Coals) 
MontaVtt •dmisswle (n exceoawl pee 20 9fc des coOts dbects)

(Total of Dkect and ABmbto d"evakntlon 
bMMract COMB) (TaMdMeattidncli

Totals 
Total global

-^"

-^~

*;P?f

Note: The recorded holder wffl be required lo verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le muaireenregistre sera tenu de verifier tes depenses demandfes dans 
le present etal des couts dans tes 30 jours suivant une demands a eel 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee. to ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partje des travaux d'evaluatton presentes.

Rllng Discounts Remises pour depot

1 . Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at tOtWfe of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

l. Les travaux deposes dans tes deux ans suivant tour achevement sont 
rembourses a 100 * de la vateur Mate susmentionnee du crWId'evakiBlirjn.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
SCCVb of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit
x 0.50 RED

hereby certify:
hat the amounts shown are as accurate as possible anorthose costs 
vere incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown
n the accompanying Report of Work form.

2. Les travaux deposes trois. quatre ou cinq ans apres tour achevement 
sont rembourses a 50 fc de la vateur totale du (jredit d'evaluatjo(i 
susmentionne. Voir les calculs ci-dessous.

Certification Verifying Statement of cMAtf 2 O 1996Ml m

Vateur totale du credit d'ftvaluation
x 0.50

Evaluation totale demandee

Attestation de I'etat des coOts

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indtques sont le plus exact possible et quo ces 
depenses ont 6te engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluatkm 
sur les terrains indkjues dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-joint.

tat as
(Recoritod Holder. Agwit. Position in Company)

3 make this certification

l am authorized Et qu'a litre de _________________ je suis autorise
(tHutaire enregisli*. raprasantanl, post* occupe dans to compagnw)

afaire cejte attestation.

Nota : Dans cette'formuto. lorsqu'H designe des personnes. to mascuHn est utltoe au sens neutre.



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

August 14, 1996

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.16601 
Transaction tt: W9620.00088

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development fit Mines
Ontario Government Building
227 Howey Street, Box 324
Red Lake, Ontario
POV 2MO

Dear Mr. Rivett:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OP ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT ON MINING LAND, CLAIM(S) 
1208743 ET AL. IN BATEMAN TOWNSHIP

Assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission. 
The credit has been approved under Section 14, Geophysics (MAG,EM), 
of the Assessment Work Regulation.

The approval date is August 14, 1996. Please indicate this approval 
on the claim record.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Steven Beneteau at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,
D BY:

hinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mines and Minerals Division

SBB/jf

cc: Resident Geologist 
Red Lake, Ontario

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, Ontario
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